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 Background 

 Problem statement 
 We’d like to support outputs along the indirect edges of asm goto, which has been 
 [requested](https://github.com/llvm/llvm-project/issues/53562) by our users. 

 Initial support for asm goto via callbr 

 Support for the GNU C extension "[asm 
 goto](https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Extended-Asm.html)" shipped in 
 [clang-9](https://reviews.llvm.org/D56571) via the 
 [addition](https://reviews.llvm.org/rG23c2a5ce33f0f05e4cc43c2cbb9009e9b549839c) of the 
 ̀[callbr](  https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html#callbr-instruction  )`  IR instruction. 

 It allows for inline asm to "goto" labels scoped to the same function, and is used by the Linux 
 kernel, tcmalloc, and glib. 

 ̀`` 
 int  foo (  void  ) { 

 asm  goto  (  "jmp %[error]"  ::::error); 

 return  0  ; 

 error: 

 return  -  1  ; 

 } 

 ̀`` 
 Corresponds to the following LLVM IR (trimmed for brevity): 
 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @foo  () { 

 entry: 

 callbr  void  asm  sideeffect  "jmp $0"  ,  "!i"  () 

 to  label  %return  [  label  %error  ] 



 return:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  0 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  -1 

 } 

 ̀`` 
 Corresponds to the following x86 assembler: 
 ̀`` 
 foo: 

 xorl  %eax  ,  %eax 

 jmp  .Ltmp0 

 retq 

 .Ltmp0: 

 movl  $  -  1  ,  %eax 

 retq 

 ̀`` 

 Initial support for outputs 
 One caveat about this initial implementation was that support for “outputs” from inline asm was 
 disabled for asm goto. 
 ̀`` 
 <source>:3:29:  error:  'asm goto' cannot have output  constraints 

 asm goto ("jmp %[error]": "=r"(output):::error); 

 ̂ 

 ̀`` 
 Support for outputs from asm goto was 
 [added](https://reviews.llvm.org/rG23c2a5ce33f0f05e4cc43c2cbb9009e9b549839c) in clang-11 
 with another caveat; outputs could only be used along the “fallthrough” (aka “default” aka 
 “direct”) edge of the `asm goto` but not the “indirect” edges. 
 ̀`` 
 int  foo (  void  ) { 

 int  output; 

 asm  goto  (  "mov $0, %0\n\tjmp %[error]"  :  "=r"  (output):::error); 

 return  output; 

 error: 

 return  -  1  ; 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 Corresponded to: 
 ̀`` 

 define  i32  @foo  () { 



 entry: 

 %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "=r,!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %error  ] 

 cleanup:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  %0 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  -1 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 Corresponds to: 
 ̀`` 

 foo: 

 movl  $0  ,  %eax 

 jmp  .Ltmp0 

 retq 

 .Ltmp0: 

 movl  $  -  1  ,  %eax 

 retq 

 ̀`` 

 In the above example, it was only valid to use `  output  ̀  or `  %0  ̀ in statements subsequent to the 
 ̀  asm  goto  ̀ statement (i.e. in the `  cleanup  ̀ basic  block). While doing so didn’t produce a 
 diagnostic, it was [documented](https://reviews.llvm.org/D135818) as undefined behavior. 

 Physical register constraints and phi nodes 
 Rather than using the [output 
 constraint](https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Modifiers.html#Modifiers)  "=r"  to denote that 
 we’d like the inline asm to be allocated [any general purpose 
 register](https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Simple-Constraints.html#Simple-Constraints), there 
 are [target specific 
 constraints](https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Machine-Constraints.html#Machine-Constraints) 
 that can force a specific physical register to be allocated. 

 Changing our above example to use  "=D"  (the  di  register)  instead of  "=r"  (any general purpose 
 register): 
 ̀`` 
 int  foo (  void  ) { 

 int  output; 

 - asm  goto  (  "mov $0, %0\n\tjmp %[error]"  :  "=  r  "  (output):::error); 

 + asm  goto  (  "mov $0, %0\n\tjmp %[error]"  :  "=  D  "  (output):::error); 

 return  output; 

 error: 



 return  -  1  ; 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 ̀`` 

 define  i32  @foo  () { 

 Entry: 

 -  %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "=  r  ,!i"  () 

 +  %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "=  {di}  ,!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %error  ] 

 cleanup:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  %0 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 ret  i32  -1 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 ̀`` 

 foo: 

 -  movl  $0  ,  %  eax 

 +  movl  $0  ,  %  edi 
 jmp  .Ltmp0 

 +  movl  %edi  ,  %eax 
 retq 

 .Ltmp0: 

 movl  $  -  1  ,  %eax 

 Retq 

 ̀`` 
 The LLVM IR I’ve been showing has been hand deoptimized. The actual IR produced from the 
 example C code would have a “phi” node in the IR (and yet still produce the same assembler) 
 which selects one of the values based on the incoming branch that control flow entered the 
 basic block from. Its operands are a list of pairs of a value and a predecessor basic block. 
 Here’s the optimized IR which makes use of a phi node: 
 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @foo  () { 

 entry: 

 %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "={di},!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %error  ] 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 br  label  %cleanup 



 cleanup:  ; preds = %entry, %error 

 %  retval.0  =  phi  i32  [ -  1  ,  %error  ], [  %0  ,  %entry  ] 

 ret  i32  %retval.0 

 } 

 ̀`` 
 The combination of physical register constraints and phi nodes presents an interesting 
 challenge for instruction selection and register allocation. 

 A current ambiguity exists when translating LLVM IR to Machine IR (aka “MIR,” another IR in 
 LLVM, lower level than LLVM IR).  Consider the MIR from the above LLVM IR example 
 generated by instruction selection (“finalize-isel”): 
 ̀`` 
 bb.0  .entry: 

 successors: %bb.2(0x80000000), %bb.1(0x00000000); %bb.2(100.00%), %bb.1(0.00%) 

 INLINEASM_BR  &"mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1" [attdialect],  $0:[regdef], implicit-def 

 $edi  , $1:[imm],  %bb.1 

 %2  :gr32 =  COPY  $edi 

 %0  :gr32 =  COPY  %2  :gr32 

 JMP_1  %bb.2 

 bb.1  .error (address-taken, inlineasm-br-indirect-target): 

 ; predecessors: %bb.0 

 successors: %bb.2(0x80000000); %bb.2(100.00%) 

 %3  :gr32 =  MOV32ri  -1 

 bb.2  .cleanup: 

 ; predecessors: %bb.0, %bb.1 

 %1  :gr32 =  PHI  %0  :gr32,  %bb.0  ,  %3  :gr32,  %bb.1 

 $eax  =  COPY  %1  :gr32 

 RET  0,  $eax 

 ̀`` 
 Notice how instruction selection precedes register allocation; it contains a mix of  physical 
 registers  and  virtual registers  (of a specific register  class that the register allocator will attempt to 
 allocate to physical registers, or stack slots if there are more live values than physical registers 
 available).  Physical registers  are aggressively  COPY  ’d  into  virtual registers  to provide maximal 
 flexibility to the register allocator (which will run later).  Even though we constrained the output 
 to the  physical register  $edi  , we get the value into  the  physical register  $eax  via  COPY  ’s.  PHI 
 nodes may only have  virtual register  operands (and  the corresponding  basic blocks  of the 
 predecessors, but  not  physical registers  ). 



 Following along our example, let’s say we want to now use the output along the indirect edge; 
 we’d basically want another  COPY  of  $edi  in  %bb.1  : 
 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @foo  () { 

 entry: 

 %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "={di},!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %error  ] 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 br  label  %cleanup 

 cleanup:  ; preds = %entry, %error 

 -  %  retval.0  =  phi  i32  [  -  1  ,  %error  ], [  %0  ,  %entry  ] 

 +  %  retval.0  =  phi  i32  [  %0  ,  %error  ], [  -  1  ,  %entry  ] 

 ret  i32  %retval.0 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 ̀`` 

 bb.0  .entry: 

 successors: %bb.2(0x80000000), %bb.1(0x00000000); %bb.2(100.00%), %bb.1(0.00%) 

 INLINEASM_BR  &"mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1" [attdialect],  $0:[regdef], implicit-def 

 $edi  , $1:[imm],  %bb.1 

 %2  :gr32 =  COPY  $edi 

 %0  :gr32 =  COPY  %2  :gr32 

 +  %3  :gr32 =  MOV32ri  -1 

 JMP_1  %bb.2 

 bb.1  .error (address-taken, inlineasm-br-indirect-target): 

 ; predecessors: %bb.0 

 successors: %bb.2(0x80000000); %bb.2(100.00%) 

 +liveins:  $edi 

 -  %3  :gr32 =  MOV32ri  -1 

 +  %5  :gr32 =  COPY  $edi 

 +  %4  :gr32 =  COPY  %5  :gr32 

 bb.2  .cleanup: 

 ; predecessors: %bb.0, %bb.1 

 -  %1  :gr32 =  PHI  %0  :gr32,  %bb.0  ,  %3  :gr32,  %bb.1 

 +  %1  :gr32 =  PHI  %3  :gr32,  %bb.0  ,  %4  :gr32,  %bb.1 

 $eax  =  COPY  %1  :gr32 



 RET  0,  $eax 

 ̀`` 
 And this works well and produces correct machine code.  But there are three issues getting 
 instruction selection (via SelectionDAG) to generate such MIR: 

 1.  We need to mark  physical registers  livein to indirect  destinations. 
 2.  What would happen if the indirect edge from the callbr (  %bb.1  from the above example) 

 had multiple predecessors (i.e. a “critical edge”)? 
 3.  How do we get SelectionDAG to generate and then use the correct (new/distinct) 

 copies? 
 Let’s look at these problems individually before discussing a possible solution. 

 Physical register liveins 
 It is common to mark  physical registers  livein to  the entry basic block of a function based on the 
 targets calling convention.  It is perhaps less common to mark  physical registers  livein to other 
 basic blocks (and  virtual registers  are not explicitly  marked livein in MIR).  It happens to work, 
 but there may be some invariant that I’m missing that might make this brittle. 

 Critical edges 
 Definition  : critical edge: an edge from a predecessor  to a successor where the predecessor has 
 more than one successor and the successor has more than one predecessor. 

 Here’s a more concrete example of a critical edge from a `callbr` to its indirect successor. 

 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @foo  () { 

 entry: 

 %0  =  callbr  i32  asm  "mov $$0, $0\0A\09jmp $1"  ,  "={di},!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %error  ] 

 error:  ; preds = %entry 

 br  label  %cleanup 

 cleanup:  ; preds = %entry, %error 

 %  retval.0  =  phi  i32  [  %0  ,  %error  ], [ -  1  ,  %entry  ] 

 ret  i32  %retval.0 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 The edge from  %entry  to  %cleanup  is critical because  %entry  has multiple successors 
 (  %cleanup  and  %error  ) and  %cleanup  has multiple predecessors  (  %entr  y  and  %error  ). 



 So should the COPY of $edi go in  %entry  or  %error  ? (Recall that we MUST copy physregs to 
 virtregs in order to use the value in a PHI).  If we put the COPY in  %error  , but  %error  contains 
 a PHI that would consume the copied value, we get an MIR verification error; it’s an invariant in 
 LLVM IR and MIR that PHI nodes precede all other instructions in a block. 

 This is a pretty classic problem in compilers; the solution is to split the critical edge.  This 
 involves synthesizing a new basic block, then updating the predecessor block to branch to the 
 newly synthesized block (updating the successor list of the predecessor) and then branching 
 from the newly synthesized block to the original target (updating the predecessor list of the 
 original successor).  While this doesn’t change the number of outgoing edges from the 
 predecessor or incoming edges to the original predecessor, it does make it so that there is no 
 longer any single edge from the predecessor to the original successor that is critical. 

 (When) To Split, or Not to Split? That is the Question. 
 Consider doing such critical edge splitting before instruction selection.  The frontend can do so 
 ([D136497](  https://reviews.llvm.org/D136497  )).  This  implies that we have a new invariant in 
 LLVM IR; that indirect edges from `callbr` must not be critical.  This would likely require 
 additional code in multiple passes to ensure that this invariant is never violated.  One problem is 
 that when the frontend is emitting LLVM IR for `asm goto` and is generating LLVM IR, it has 
 incomplete information about the control flow graph (whether basic blocks have critical edges or 
 not) so it must pessimistically split all indirect edges from `asm goto`. 

 Splitting critical edges can be done after ISEL, but this then is wasteful; we would do excessive 
 work to perform instruction selection producing values possibly used before defined, then we’d 
 need to go and clean up existing generated code. 



 Perhaps doing so as part of instruction selection itself is the way to go? This can be done on the 
 IR before selecting instructions for a basic block terminated by a callbr. 
 ([D138078](  https://reviews.llvm.org/D138078  )) This  is done at the beginning of SelectionDag 
 when we are about to visit a basic block that is terminated by a callbr.  Attempting to do this at 
 the end of SelectionDAG in SelectionDAGISel::FinishBasicBlock when we encounter a 
 MachineBasicBlock that is “inlineasm-br-indirect-target” requires fixing up bad code after the 
 fact. 

 We might not need to split the critical edge unless: 
 1.  There are physreg outputs. 
 2.  The outputs are used by a PHI node. 

 Selecting the correct value 
 One major issue is that SelectionDAG’s FunctionLoweringInfo (and SelectionDagBuilder’s 
 NodeMap) has a bidirectional mapping from Value* to virtual Register.  This implies that every 
 Instruction from LLVM IR corresponds to one virtual register.  For inline asm that can have 
 multiple outputs, we model this using [struct 
 types](https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html#structure-type) in LLVM IR and use `extractvalue` to 
 access the individual members. 

 This is problematic because currently (llvm-16) we generate MIR that contains a use before def. 
 Example: 
 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @x  () { 

 entry: 

 %0  = callbr  i32  asm  "# $0"  ,  "={bx},!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %z.split  ] 

 cleanup: 

 ret  i32  42 

 z.split: 

 ret  i32  %0 

 } 

 ̀`` 
 Can produce 
 ̀`` 
 bb.0.entry  : 
 successors: %bb.1(0x80000000), %bb.2(0x00000000) 

 INLINEASM_BR  &"# $0", 0 /* attdialect */, 10 /*  regdef */, implicit-def  $ebx  , 13 /* imm */, 
 %bb.2  , 12 /* clobber */, implicit-def early-clobber  $df, 12 /* clobber */, implicit-def early-clobber 
 $fpsw, 12 /* clobber */, implicit-def early-clobber $eflags, !4 

 %1  :gr32 =  COPY  $ebx 



 %0  :gr32 =  COPY  %1 
 JMP_1  %bb.1 

 bb.1.cleanup  : 
 %2  :gr32 =  MOV32ri  42 
 $eax  =  COPY  %2 
 RET  0,  $eax 

 bb.2.z.split  (machine-block-address-taken, inlineasm-br-indirect-target): 
 $eax  =  COPY  %0 
 RET  0,  $eax 

 ̀`` 
 The line above (  highlighted in yellow)  is an obvious  use before def.  Consider when the 
 INLINEASM_BR  branches to  bb.2.z.split  ;  %0  hasn’t been  defined since the instructions after the 
 INLINEASM_BR  in  bb.0.entry  did not execute. 

 (The  COPY  s in bb.0.entry seem excessive; we need one  for moving the physreg into the virtreg, 
 but even if we had virtreg operands to the  INLINEASM_BR  ,  we’d get extra copies. This 
 emanates from the call to SelectionDAGBuilder::CopyToExportRegsIfNeeded in 
 SelectionDAGBuilder::visitCallBr.  For the case of outputs along the direct/fallthrough edge, they 
 don’t hurt but are distracting.  For the case of outputs along indirect edges, they do hurt as 
 SelectionDagBuilder’s NodeMap thinks that the SSA value produced by callbr maps to the  %0 
 virtreg). 

 So not only do we have to support multiple outputs (modeled in LLVM IR by struct types), but I 
 posit that to support physregs along indirect targets, we need to model callbr as providing 
 distinct SSA values of those struct types.  Let’s see what that might look like. 

 Ideas for solutions 
 Since callbr is vaguely similar to invoke, what if we had something analogous to 
 [landingpad](  https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html#landingpad-instruction  ) (or catchpad or 
 cleanuppad)? (instruction or intrinsic) 

 We’d prefer to create a new instruction rather than an intrinsic function call; individual 
 instructions can be added to Instruction::IsEHPad which multiple passes will check and avoid 
 inserting instructions into the beginning of blocks containing such instructions. 

 ̀`` 
 define  i32  @x  () { 

 entry: 

 %0  = callbr  i32  asm  "# $0"  ,  "={bx},!i"  () 

 to  label  %cleanup  [  label  %z.split  ] 

 cleanup: 



 ret  i32  42 

 Z.split: 

 -ret  i32  %0 

 +  %1  = callbrpad i32  %0 

 +ret  i32  %1 

 } 

 ̀`` 

 And add the invariant to LLVM IR that uses of the callbr along indirect edges must go through a 
 callbrpad instruction.  The input type would need to match the output type.  For multiple outputs, 
 this would look like: 

 ̀`` 
 %1  = callbrpad {  i32  ,  i32  }  %0 

 ̀`` 

 SelectionDagBuilder could consume this instruction; when encountered during 
 SelectionDagISEL could split any possible critical edges, mark any potential physregs as livein 
 to the machine basic block destination, then use the correct instance of the outputs.  We might 
 even be able to use this for modeling outputs regardless of indirect vs direct edge. 

 The invariants of this instruction: 
 1.  The callbr value may only be consumed by callbrpad along the indirect outputs. 
 2.  The callbr’s lone operand must be a callbr value, not the result of a phi. 
 3.  The callbr that produced the value must be the terminating instruction of the immediate 

 predecessor of the block containing the landingpad. 
 4.  The landing pad must be the first non phi instruction in the basic block. 

 Note: this was also suggested by RNK@ in 2019; 
 https://discourse.llvm.org/t/rfc-asm-goto-with-output-constraints/52354/4 

 https://discourse.llvm.org/t/rfc-syncing-asm-goto-with-outputs-with-gcc/65453 


